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IM THE

United States Circuit Court of Appeals

NINTH CIRCUIT.

IN ADMIRALTY.

THOMAS P. H. WHITELAW,

Clahnant and Appdknit,

vs.

THE UNITED STATES,

Lihellant and AppcUce.

Reply to Brief on Behalf of the United

States.

I.

The District Court of Alaska had jurisdiction to

determine the question of habihty.

Tlie argument of the appellant that no offense

was connnitted by tlie ^^chooner "La Ninfa," because
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killing seals beyond the three mile limit is not killing

them within the waters of Alaska Territory, or within

the dominion of the United States, has been mis-

takenly assumed by the learned counsel for the

United States to be an attack upon the jurisdiction

of the District Court of Alaska to hear and determine

the fact whether such killing was, or was not done

within the prohibited limits.

The record does, indeed, show that exception was

taken in the District Court to "the jurisdiction over

"the subject matter, the alleged offense having been

"committed beyond the limits of one marine league

"from the shores of Alaska," and we may assume, as

contended b}^ counsel, that this exception was over-

ruled. The exception was properly taken, as matter

of procedure in admiralty, it being in the nature of

a peremptory exception, viz: one which if sustained,

would end the litigation, regardless of the question

of jurisdiction of the Court, but it was incorrectly

framed so far as it drew the conclusion that proof

of the commission of the acts complained of at a

point beyond the marine league deprived the Court

of jurisdiction over the subject matter. We have not

ourselves pretended that the District Couit had not

jurisdiction over the subject matter, as appears by

our assignment of errors on page five of our opening

brief.

It seems to us that the counsel for the government

has confused the idea of the jurisdiction (i. e. sover-

eignty) of the United States, as a nation, with that
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of the jurisdiction of the Court to determine the eirtent

of that sovereignty.

Tlie provision of the Act creating the Circuit Court

of Appeals refers to the Supreme Court under

certain conditions the determination of causes wliere

tlie jurisdiction of the Court appealed from is

in issue. The question to be now decided is whether

the jurisdiction of the District Court of Alaska to

hear and determine this cause "is in issue." A mere

glance at our first argument will show that there is

no such issue in the case, unless the contention of the

defense that the place where the seals were killed was

not "within the District of Alaska, or the waters

"thereof," or within "the dominion of the Ignited

"States in Behring Sea," and that the killing com-

plained of was, therefore, not prohibited by the law,

be a denial of the jurisdiction of the Court. On the

claimant's behalf, we submit that there can be no

reasonable doubt on this point.

The United States filed its information against

the schooner and seized her on the ground that she

had been engaged in sealing in prohibited waters.

.^ o words indicating the precise locality of the com-

mission of the offense are found in the libel. On the

face of the pleading the Court had jurisdiction. The

offense is denounced by the Statute, the penalty is

prescribed and, uncjuestionably, the remedy must be

sought in that forum which is created specially to

take cognizance of civil causes of admiralty and

maritime jurisdiction, viz, the District Court. The

subject matter and the place of commission of the act
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are both within the jurisdiction of that Court and are

triable nowhere else. If the offense or violation be

not proved, tlien no offense or violation of law has

been committed, and the person or vessel charged

therewith goes free of all responsibility to the United

States. The mere statement of the proposition would

seem to prove that, in such case, it is not possible to

question the jurisdiction. Is it, then, a questioning

of the jurisdiction to say that the act charged to have

been committed constitutes no offense, because not

committed in Alaska Territory or the waters theroof,

or in the dominion of the United States in the

Behring Sea?

What is tlie meaning of the words "jurisdiction .of

"a Court?"

In U. S. V. Arvedondo, 6 Pet. 091, 709, the Sui)reme

Court said. "The power to hear and determine a

"cause is jurisdiction: it is coram judice, whenever a

"case is presented which brings this power into action;

"if the petitioner slates such a casein this petition that

"on a demurrer, the Court would render judgment

"in his favor, it is an undoubted case of jurisdiction;

"whether on an answer denying and putting in issue

"the allegations of the petition, the petitioner makes

"out his case, is the exercise of jurisdiction conferred

"by the filing of a petition containiiig all tlie requis-

"ites and in the manner prescribed by law."'

And later, in Rhode Island v. Massachusetis , 12 Pet.

657, 718, the same Court held: "Jurisdiction is the

"power to hear and determine the subject matter in

"controversy between parties to a suit; to adjudicate
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'or exercise any judicial power over them; the ques-

'tion is, whether on a case before a Court, their ac-

'tion is judicial or extra judicial; without the autho-

'rity of law to render a judgment or decree upon the

'rights of the litigant parties. If the law confers the

'power to render a judgment or decree, then the

'Court has jurisdiction ; what shall be adjudged or de-

'creed between tlie parties, and with which is the

'right of the case, is judicial action by hearing and

'determining it."

In Ex parte Easton, 95 U. S. 68, 77, it is said:

'Mere matters of defense, whether going to oust the

'jurisdiction of the Court or to establish the want of

'merits in the libellant's case, cannot be admitted

'under such a petition here" (one for prohibition)

'to displace the right of the District Court to enter-

'tain suits, the rule being that every such matter

'should be propounded by suitable pleadings as a

'defense for the consideration of the Court, and to be

'supported by competent proofs, provided the case is

'one within the jurisdiction of the District Court."

In the case hi re Cooper, 143 U. S. 474, the juris-

diction of the District Court of Alaska was, in fact

and in law, distinctly challenged. Mr. Choate said

in his brief (p. 487 of 143 U. S.): "The Sayward, being

"a British vessel, was exempt on the high seas, fifty-

"iiine miles from land, from the jurisdiction of the

"United States, its laws and its courts." About tliis

language there could, of course, be no doubt. Tlie

question of jurisdiction of tlie Court was unquestion-

ably in issue in such a case. The writ applied for
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was finally denied because, on the face of the record,

the libel and findinj^s, the general allegation of the

killing of seals was, inferentially, and by reason of

the intendments in support of a judgment, held to

be a sufficient allegation of the killing within the

three mile limit. The Supreme Court said: "The

"Court had power to incjuire into the fact upon which

"jurisdiction depended." (p. 509.) Tt is readily un-

derstood that in such a case, an English vessel should

deny the jurisdiction of the American Court and that

such jurisdiction should be in issue, because, as was

said by Mr. Webster to Lord Ashburton: "A vessel

"on the high seas, beyond the distance of a marine

"league from the shore, is regarded as part of the terri-

^'tory of the nation to which she belongs, and subjected

"exclusively to the jurisdiction of that nation."

1 Whart. Dig. Int. Law, p. 101 and following

pages.

So it was held by Judge Story that a judgment of

a Court of Buenos Ayres condemning an Amei'ican

vessel for killing seals at the Falkland Islands, terri-

tory to which the United States had not conceded the

right of Buenos Ayres. was without jurisdiction and

void.

Williams v. Suffolk Ins. Co., 3 Sumn. 274.

On the other hand, "there can be no question,

''' '"^ * * that there ma}^ be municipal seizures

"of United States vessels, under the United States

"revenue laws, outside of the three mile limit."

1 Whart. Dig., p. 111.
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American ships and citizens are subject to Ameri-

can jurisdiction on the high seas. The distinction

between the two cases is readily perceptible. In the

one case, the right of the Court to try the cause at all

is involved; in the other case, the right to try is

absolute and beyond question. The American ship,

wherever she may be (as long as she is not in a foreign

jurisdiction), is subject to the laws of her own country

and if she shall have been brought for trial before the

forum appointed by law, the question before the

Court is not one of power to hear and adjudge, but

one of guilt or innocence. The American schooner

"LaNinfa"was brought before the District Court

of Alaska charged with infraction of the law in having

killed seals in the waters of the Territory of Alaska.

This was the sole matter for determination. Did she

or did she not do it? To determine her guilt or

innocence, judicial action was taken by the Court,

the inquiry was instituted whether the killing was in

fact within those waters. On one side, it was con-

tended that the killing had been done within such

waters, because the dominion and sovereignty of the

United States iiududed the waters in which sealing

had been carried on; on the other side, the contention

was that the dominion of the United States and the

waters of Alaska extended only three miles from land

and that, as no sealing had been done within those

limits, no offense had been committed. It was for

the Court to determine the fact regarding the place

where tlie sealing had been carried on, and whether

that place was within, or without the dominion and
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waters referred to in the Statute and, as it sliould

find on this point, it must adjudge finally whether

the law had, or had not been violated. The jurisdic-

tion of the Court couW not be in issue. There is

nothing, we submit, which the Court can certity to

the Supreme Court on the question of jurisdiction.

The cases referred to in the brief of counsel for

the United States to show that the jurisdiction of the

Court was in issue are entirel}^ inapplicable. The}"

are cases under the citizenship clauses of the Acts

conferring jurisdiction on Circuit Courts. The c ti-

zenship in such cases is jurisdictional; the Court is

one of limited jurisdiction. The citizen.ship is in

every case "in issue" and, as the Court, determines

that fact, it ceases to hear the case, or hears it to

judgment. Such cases are widely different from that

at bar, in which the Court proceeds to final judgment,

whatever may be its determination on tlie mooted

question of the extent of the dominion of the United

States over the Behring Sea.

II.

The Act of April 6, 1894 (28 St. 52), was an accept-

ance by the United States of the decision of the Paris

Tribunal and a surrender of its previous pretensions to

sovereign rights beyond the three mile limit.

The treaty between Great Britain and the United

States, referring disputed questions to arbitration,

and the President's proclamation thereon, are found

in 27 Stat. 9i7. The first lines of each document in-

dicate that among the questions sithmitted for decisioti

is that of "the rights of the citizens and subjects of
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"either country as regards the taking of fur-seal" in

the waters of Behring Sea.

The determination of tliis right necessarily de-

pended on the Tribunal's answer to the fifth of the

questions submitted to it for decision, viz.: "Has the

"United States any '"ight, and if so, what right of pro-

"tection or property in the fur-seals frequenting the

"islands of the United States in Behring Sea, wJien

''such seals are found outside the ordinary three mile

''limit f'

The answer of the Tribunal was distinct. The ar-

bitrators "decide and determine that the United

"States has not any right of protection or property

"in the fur-seals frequenting the islands of the United

"States in Behring Sea, when such seals are found

"outside the ordinary three mile limit."

Article Xl\' of the treaty provides as follows:

"The High Contracting Parties engage to consider

"the result of the proceedings of the tribunal of ar-

"bitration as a full, {perfect and final settlement of

"all the questions referred to the arbitrators."

The Act of April 6, 1894 (28 St. 52), "to give effect

"to the award rendered by the Tribunal of Arbitra-

"tion at Paris, under the treat}'," etc., is devoted to

the enactment of rules whereby each of the interested

countries agrees t') control its own subjects in the

exercise of the right whicli, under the decision of the

Paris Tribunal, they had in common, to kill seals

outside the ordinary tliree mile limit. The accept-

ance by the legislative and executive departments of

the United States government of the result "as a full,
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"perfect and final settlement'' is, therefore, beyond

controversy. How, then, can it now be urged before

this Court that this government is not estopped by

the judgment wiiich decides the rights of the citizens

of either country, as well as of the ruling powers of

the country? The decision is plain, that the waters

of Behring Sea, outside tlie three mile limit, are not

the waters of Alaska, or waters within the dominion

of the United States, and that the citizens of either

country have the right, without restriction, to kill

seal therein, until their respective governments sliall

exercise the right of control over their actions. The

Act of April G, 1^94, proceeds to enact the laws neces-

sary to secure such control, thereby asserting as to

the citizens of the United States, not dominion over

the seas, but only authority over the persovs and actions of

those subject to its ovm laws. This assertion of authority,

at this time, is high evidence of the fact that the govern-

ment concedes that under prior laws it had no such au-

thority.

We cannot understand the weight of the argument

pat forward by the counsel for the government that

the decision of the Paris Tribunal should not be taken

as governing the action of this Court, because it may
yet be rejected by the government of the United States,

and that it may continue to be its claim and policy to

assert the sovereignty denied to it by that decision.

Surely such an appeal, founded on a presumption that

our government is ready to dishonor itself, can find no

support in its courts of justice! No authority is cited

to sustain such an appeal. Tn the matter cited by
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counsel, the dispute with England over the north-

eastern boundary, which was submitted to the King

of the Netherlands for a decision, nothing is found

which supports counsel's idea that the United States

may refuse to be bound by the decision of the Trib-

unal of Arbitration, The correspondence of the

statesmen who I'epresented the two countries plainly

shows that the refusal of the United States was based

upon the fact tltaf the arbitrator did not decide the case.

Lord Palmerston said that England "was willing to

'"agree to the compromise which that sovereign has re-

"commended upon the- single point upon which he

"found it impossible to make a decision strictly eonform-

^'ahle irith the terms of the treaty'" (3 Whart. Int. Law

Dig., p. 79), and that Her Majesty's Government

were "prepared to abide, as they consider both parties

"bound to do, by the decisions of the King of the

"Netherlands upon such of the" points referred to

"him, upon which he has pronounced a decision."

(/(/.) Mr. Livingston, Secretary of State, said on the

same subject, that, however the United States, or any

individual State, might have felt aggrieved by the

decision, still, if it had beeu made "in conformity to

"the submission, it would have been carried into im-

"mediate effect." {Id., pp. 75, 76.) The United

States refused to be bound because the arbitrator had

himself refused to decide the point submitted to him,

but had, instead thereof, suggested a compromise.

It was clearly admitted by this government, however,

that any decision, distasteful as it might be, would

have been carried out in good faith.
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The citation of Bar, made in support of the con-

tention that the judgment of the Paris Tribunal is not

a judicial decision, is not authority on that point.

The author holds, simpl}', that decisions or arbitrations

in private matters hettveen individuals, though recog-

nized by some systems of law as judgments, cannot

be put on "a level as regards international relations,

"with judgments by a judge." {Bar. Int. Laic, Sect.

468.) We cannot but feel that the Tribunal of Paris

was a Court of nations; that its decision was judicial

action in the most solemn form, and that its judgment

is binding upon the Courts of the United States upon

all questions submitted to it, at least, in the absence

of protest, or refusal to acquiesce by this government.

As we have seen, this government has acquiesced in

the decision. In so doing, it has acted in consonance

with its traditi(mal policy; it has surrendered a mere

pretense of right made by one of its State officers

which was in the face of the position assumed on the

same subject by his predecessors, whenever it had

come under diplomatic discussion.

Suppose the "La Ninfa" had been an English

vessel, would this Court, in face of what we have

shown, have proceeded to a judgment of forfeiture?

If the answer be in the negative, it must be because

the Court recognizes the force of the treaty and the

effect of the decision of the Tribunal as law. The

same recognition is due to the citizens of either

country, and, therefore, to the American claimant in

this cause.
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,

in.

A treaty is the law of the land until abrogated, or

repealed by an inconsistent Statute.

"A treaty, then, is a law of the land as an Act of

"Congress is, whenever its provisions prescribe a rule by

^^'ivhich the rights of the private citizen or subject may be

'^determined. And when such rights are of a nature to

"he enforced in a Court of Justice, that Court resorts

"to the treaty for a rule of decision for the case before

"it as it would to a Statute,"

Head Money Cases, 112 U. S., 598.

Again, tlie Supreme Court said in a later case:

"The treaty of 1842 being, therefore, the supreme law

"of the land, whicli the Courts are bound to take

"judicial notice of, and to enforce in any appropriate

'^proceeding the rights of persons growing out of that

''treaty, we proceed to iiKjuire * * into the true

"construction of the treaty."

U. S. V. Rauscher, 119 U. S. 419.

In the case last cited, the question was whether,

under the true construction of the treaty, a fugitive

from justice, extradited for one offense, could be law-

fully tried in the country to which he had been sur-

rendered, for another and different offense. The

Court recognized tlie fact that the executive of the

United States had insisted that this could be done

(p. 415). "The correspondence is an able one upon

"both sides" said the Court' "and presents the ques-

"tion wliich we are now required to decide." The
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Court (loos not intimate that it is compelled to abdi-

cate its judicial functions and to deny justice to the

individual, simply because so distinguished a states-

man as Mr. Fish had contended that the treaty bore

a particular interpretation. Though the (question

had remained undecided by diplomatic controversy,

and though the executive of this government had

never withdrawn from his position in the matter, the

Supreme Court did not hesitate to proceed to deter-

mine the question which under the Constitution they

were "required to decide." They did decide, unin-

fluenced by tlie opinion of the executive department,

and their decision was adverse to that opinion and in

affirmance of the position maintained by Great Britain.

In U. S. V. Watts, 14 Fed. R. 130, Judge Hoffman

had previously clearly laid down the same rule. He

said: "It results as a necessary consequence of the

"duty imposed on the Courts to respect and obey the

"stipulations of a treaty as the supreme law of tlie

"land, that they are also charged with the duty of

"determining its meaning and effect, and tliis duty

"they must conscientiousl}- and firmly perform, even

"though tlie construction they feel compelled to give

"to it should differ from that given to it by the

"political branch of the government."

So it is said by Bar: "Accordingly, Courts inter-

"pret the provisions of treaties according to their own

"convictions, just as in the case of positive enactments,

"and the views which may have been expressed by a

"government or diplomatists have no force to bind

"the Courts."

/>«r Int. Law, Sect, 40.
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This language was used with regard to those treaties

which contain provisions affecting, in some way, the

rights of individuals.

In a later case the Supreme Court recognizes the

same rule. "We are not to be understood, however,

"as underrating the weight of tlie argument that in a

"case involving private rights, the Court may be

"obliged, if those riglits are dependent ui)on the con-

"struction of acts of Congress or of a treaty, and the

"case turns u[)>n a question, public in its nature,

"which has not been determined by the political de-

"partments in the form of a law specifically settling

"it, or authorizing the executive to do so, to render

"judgment, 'since we have no more right to decline

"'the jui-isdiction which is given, than to usui'p that

" 'which is not given.'
"

In re Cooper, 148 U. S. 503.

The case now presented to the ('ourt involves

private rights dependent upon the true construction

and effect of an act of Congress, of a treaty, an award

under a treaty, and an act of Congress enacted to

carry out the award. An individual citizen relies

upon all these matters as a defense to the prosecution

against him. The government denies the right of

the ('ourt to determine tliose rights according to the

meaning of those instruments, and asserts that the

Court is bound to accept, as correct, the i)retensions

to sovereignty whicli at one period it maintained, but

has now abandoned.

We concede the general rule to be that while pub-

lic questions are the subject of agitation between this
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and another country, the Courts must follow the con-

struction of the political branch of the government

as to all national matters.

The case at bar does not call for the application

of the rule. There is no pending controversy between

this and any f(jreign country. The one issue of the

limit of American sovereignt}^ in Behring Sea has

reached a "full, perfect and final settlement," ac-

cepted and 'acted upon by the legislative and execu-

tive branches of our government. Section 1956, Rev.

Stat., and the Act of March 2, 1889, are no longer

susceptible, by reason of the rule of public policy, of

a construction which will tolerate seizures beyond

the marine league for seal killing there done. The

Act of April 6, 1894, has taken the place of the pre-

vious political construction of those laws. Those

laws are now construed differently. This Court will

follow the political branch of the government today

b}^ declaring with it that its previous contention was

wrong.

The trial before this Court is de 'novo. It is not

bound to follow an erroneous rule, formerly authori-

tative, but now reversed and abandoned by the

United States.

We submit that the judgment below should be

reversed.
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